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Abstract
The precise orbit determination (POD) of Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) satellites and low Earth orbiters (LEOs)
are usually performed independently. It is a potential way to improve the GNSS orbits by integrating LEOs onboard observa-
tions into the processing, especially for the developing GNSS, e.g., Galileo with a sparse sensor station network and Beidou
with a regional distributed operating network. In recent years, few studies combined the processing of ground- and space-based
GNSS observations. The integrated POD of GPS satellites and seven LEOs, including GRACE-A/B, OSTM/Jason-2, Jason-3
and, Swarm-A/B/C, is discussed in this study. GPS code and phase observations obtained by onboard GPS receivers of LEOs
and ground-based receivers of the International GNSS Service (IGS) tracking network are used together in one least-squares
adjustment. The POD solutions of the integrated processing with different subsets of LEOs and ground stations are analyzed
in detail. The derived GPS satellite orbits are validated by comparing with the official IGS products and internal comparison
based on the differences of overlapping orbits and satellite positions at the day-boundary epoch. The differences between the
GPS satellite orbits derived based on a 26-station network and the official IGS products decrease from 37.5 to 23.9mm (34%
improvement) in 1D-mean RMS when adding seven LEOs. Both the number of the space-based observations and the LEO
orbit geometry affect the GPS satellite orbits derived in the integrated processing. In this study, the latter one is proved to
be more critical. By including three LEOs in three different orbital planes, the GPS satellite orbits improve more than from
adding seven well-selected additional stations to the network. Experiments with a ten-station and regional network show an
improvement of the GPS satellite orbits from about 25cm to less than five centimeters in 1D-mean RMS after integrating the
seven LEOs.
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1 Introduction

The precise orbit determination (POD) of Global Naviga-
tion Satellite System (GNSS) satellites is mainly performed
with ground-based observations by a dynamic approach (e.g.,
Montenbruck and Gill 2000; Hackel et al. 2015; Zhao et al.
2018). The weighted RMS of individual GPS orbit products
provided by the International GNSS Service (IGS, Johnston
et al. 2018) Analysis Centers with respect to the combined
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solution is 6.3mm to 11mm (Choi 2014). Orbits of lowEarth
orbiters (LEOs) are usually determined by introducing GPS
orbit and clock products to process the onboard GNSS obser-
vations. With a reduced dynamic strategy (Wu et al. 1991),
the orbits of different LEOs are determined to an accuracy
level of one to three centimeters (e.g., Haines et al. 2004;
Jäggi et al. 2007; Montenbruck et al. 2018).

There are also some studies on the integrated processing of
ground- and space-based observations, mainly focusing on
the estimation of Earth parameters, including gravity field
parameters (König et al. 2005), the geocenter (Kuang et al.
2015; Männel and Rothacher 2017), and the terrestrial ref-
erence frame (König 2018). The integrated POD of GPS
satellites and LEOs was also performed by several studies.
Zhu et al. (2004) and König et al. (2005) compared two
POD approaches for GPS, the Gravity Recovery and Climate
Experiment (GRACE), and the Challenging Minisatellite
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Payload (CHAMP) satellites. In the first approach named
‘one-step’, the orbits of the above-mentioned satellites are
estimated simultaneously. In the other approach, the orbits
of the GPS satellites and the LEOs are determined sequen-
tially. The authors concluded that the orbits determined by
the ‘one-step’ approach aremore accurate. Geng et al. (2008)
shown that the GPS satellite orbits derived by supplement-
ing a 21-station networkwithGRACEandCHAMP satellites
are more accurate than the solution based on a 43-station net-
work. Otten et al. (2012) combined various GNSS satellites
and LEOs at the observation level including GNSS, Doppler
Orbitography and Radiopositioning Integrated by Satellite
(DORIS), and Satellite Laser Ranging (SLR). Zoulida et al.
(2016) and Zhao et al. (2017) performed an integrated POD
for OSTM/Jason-2 and FengYun-3C with GPS and Beidou,
respectively. These studies reported the benefits of integrat-
ing LEOs into the POD in different aspects. However, only
one or two LEO missions that have GNSS data were consid-
ered in the above-mentioned studies.

In this study, we considered seven LEOs, including
GRACE-A, GRACE-B, OSTM/Jason-2, Jason-3, Swarm-A,
Swarm-B, andSwarm-C. For the selection of ground stations,
the characteristics of the ground segments ofGalileo andBei-
dou are taken into consideration. The Galileo Sensor Station
(GSS) network includes 16 sites (Sakic et al. 2018) and Bei-
dou has a regionally distributed ground segment (Yang2018).
It is a potential way to supplement the limited ground seg-
ment by integrating LEOs in joint POD processing. Based
on the integrated processing of different subsets of ground
stations and LEOs, the impact of integrating LEOs on the
GPS satellite orbits is discussed.

In Sect. 2, the integrated processing is introduced briefly.
The characteristics of the LEOs and their data selection are
presented. The processing days are selected based on the
data status of the LEOs. Two main sparse subsets of the
available IGS stations are selected based on the motivation
of our study. The strategy of our processing and analysis
and all the designed scenarios are explained in detail. All
the results and analysis are given in Sect. 3. It includes
four parts. Firstly, the impact of the number of LEOs and
their orbital planes on GPS satellite orbits is discussed. Sec-
ondly, internal comparisons of the orbit quality based on the
differences of overlapping orbits and satellite positions at
day-boundary epochs are performed. Thirdly, the effects of
supplementing a sparse and non-homogeneously distributed
station network by seven carefully selected additional sta-
tions or three LEOs in different orbital planes are compared.
Fourthly, we present an additional experiment to show the
GPS satellite orbit improvement by adding seven LEOs to a
regional ground network. The conclusions are given based
on the above-mentioned results and analysis in Sect. 4.

2 Integrated POD of GPS satellites and LEOs

2.1 Themethod of integrated POD

The method of the integrated POD applied in this study is
known as the one-stepmethod (Montenbruck and Gill 2000).
The approximate initial epoch status of GPS satellites and
LEOs are computed from broadcast ephemerides and by sin-
gle point positioning, respectively. Based on the equations of
motion of GPS satellites and LEOs, the initial orbits of GPS
and LEOs are delivered by numerical integration. The state
equation reads

xi = T (ti , t0)x0 + S(ti , t0) f , (1)

where xi is the state vector of the satellite at epoch ti , x0 is the
initial epoch state vector, f contains the force model param-
eters, and T (ti , t0) and S(ti , t0) are transition matrices and
sensitivity matrices, respectively. In the one-step estimation,
the ground- and space-based observation equations at epoch
ti read

Lgps
sta = Fgps

sta (xgps, xsta,C
gps, csta, T

gps
sta , I gpssta , Agps

sta , ti )

+ v
gps
sta ,

Lgps
leo = Fleo

sta (xleo, xgps,C
gps, cleo, T

gps
leo , I gpsleo , Agps

leo , ti )

+ v
gps
leo , (2)

where Lsta and Lleo are ground- and space-based measure-
ments, xgps and xleo are the positions of GPS satellites and
LEOs at the current epoch, xsta is the static position of
the ground station, c denotes the receiver clock offset, C
denotes the GPS satellite clock offset, T is the troposphere
delay, I is the ionosphere delay, Agps

sta and Agps
leo are carrier

phase ambiguities of stations and LEOs, and v
gps
sta and v

gps
leo

contain unmodeled effects andmeasurement errors. The esti-
mation is performed by inserting Eq. 1 to linearized Eq. 2.
The accurate initial epoch states and force model parameters
of GPS satellites and LEOs are estimated in a least-squares
adjustment by using ground-based and LEOs onboard obser-
vations simultaneously. It has to bementioned thatwe formed
ionosphere-free linear combinations of the measurements.

Figure 1 presents the flowchart of the whole process-
ing. Before the one-step estimation, all the observations are
cleaned based on the TurboEdit algorithm (Blewitt 1990).
Several iterations of estimation are performed to improve the
solution. After each estimation, the orbits of GPS satellites
and LEOs are updated by orbit integration based on the new
solution of initial epoch states and force model parameters.
Meanwhile, the data are cleaned based on the residuals of
observations. After completing the data cleaning, the ambi-
guities of the ground station observations are fixed to improve
the solution. After one more iteration of estimation and orbit
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Fig. 1 Flowchart of the integrated POD

updating, the final orbits of GPS satellites and LEOs are
determined.

2.2 LEO data and processing period selection

The seven LEOs in this study are part of four different mis-
sions.GRACE is ageodeticmissionwith theoverall objective
to obtain long-term data for global (high-resolution) mod-
els of the mean and the time-variable components of the
Earth’s gravity field (Tapley et al. 2004). OSTM/Jason-
2 (Lambin et al. 2010) is a follow-on satellite to the joint
NASA/CNES oceanography mission Jason-1 (Ménard et al.
2003), and Jason-3 (Vaze et al. 2010) is a follow-on satellite
of OSTM/Jason-2. Swarm is a mini-satellite constellation
mission to survey the geomagnetic field (Friis-Christensen
et al. 2008).

Our processing period starts shortly after the launch of
Jason-3, which is operated in the same orbital plane (66◦

Table 1 Orbit characteristics of the seven LEOs

Satellites Inclination [◦] Altitude [km]

GRACE-A/B 89 485

Jason-2/3 66 1336

Swarm-A/C 87.4 480

Swarm-B 87.8 530

The colored symbols indicate the orbital planes

Fig. 2 Daily ground tracks of all GPS satellites (upper) and the seven
LEOs (lower) on day 160 of year 2016. The LEOs in the same orbital
plane are plotted with the same color

inclination and 1336km altitude) as OSTM/Jason-2. Bymis-
sion definition, GRACE satellites are operating in the same
orbital plane (GRACE-B leading GRACE-A in 89◦ inclina-
tion and 485km altitude). The three satellites of the Swarm
mission are operating in two different orbital configurations.
Swarm-A and Swarm-C are flying at a mean altitude of 480
km in orbital planes with 87.4◦ inclination, while the Swarm-
B orbit has a higher inclination (87.8◦) and a larger mean
altitude of 530 km. According to the operation status men-
tioned above, the seven LEOs are in four different orbital
planes as summarized in Table 1. The colored symbols indi-
cate the orbital planes. It has to be mentioned that Swarm-A
and Swarm-C satellites remain side by side with separations
about 50 to 200km. However, due to the identical orbital
characteristics of Swarm-A/C, we assume that they are in the
same orbital plane. The daily ground tracks of GPS satellites
and the seven LEOs are plotted with corresponding colors in
Fig. 2.

Since the processing includes seven LEOs from four mis-
sions, the availability of the LEOs’ data is a major limitation
when defining the processing period. After checking the data
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Fig. 3 Status of data availability in the processing period

Table 2 The RMS of the orbit differences between our LEO POD
solutions and the official orbit products averaged over 112 processed
days

LEO G-A G-B J-2 J-3 S-A S-B S-C

RMS [mm] 33.0 36.3 37.5 42.0 33.5 33.5 33.8

The daily RMS is computed over epochs and three orbital directions
(along-track, cross-track, and radial)

availability of the seven LEOs, we choose day of year (DOY)
115 to 260 in 2016 as our processing period. In this period, all
seven LEOs were in operation. GRACE satellites were at the
end of their operating life, but the quaternion data of Jason-3
started to be available from DOY 115 in 2016. To check the
LEOs’ data quality, a daily POD of each LEO is processed
with a 300-second data sampling rate. The IGS final orbit
and clock products are introduced as a priori information.
We noticed missing data (onboard GPS observation or atti-
tude) for some days. Some additional days were excluded for
maneuvering or low data quality caused by spacecraft prob-
lems. Please note thatwe excluded these days completely also
in the following integrated processing. In the integrated pro-
cessing, we also excluded maneuvering GPS satellites based
on the information provided in the GPS NANU Messages.
Finally, 112 days are selected for the integrated processing
and are indicated by green dots in Fig. 3. The LEOs’ daily
orbits are compared with the official orbit products (Case
et al. 2002; Dumont et al. 2009, 2016; Olsen 2019). The
RMS of the orbit differences is computed over the epochs
and three orbital directions in a daily solution. The average
of the daily RMS values over the 112 days are presented in
Table 2. We abbreviate the LEOs as G-A/B (GRACE-A/B),
J-2/3 (OSTM/Jason-2 and Jason3), and S-A/B/C (Swarm-
A/B/C). The larger RMS of Jason-3 compared to that of
OSTM/Jason-2 is related to orbit modeling issues, as we
applied the model of OSTM/Jason-2 to Jason-3, since some
detailed information of Jason-3, for instance, the receiver
antenna phase center location, are not yet available. Com-
pared with previous studies and considering the 300-second
data sampling rate, a comparable accuracy level of the LEO
orbits is achieved.

Fig. 4 Available IGS stations (in total 319) for the 112 selected pro-
cessing days

Fig. 5 A subset of the available IGS stations including 33 homoge-
neously and sparsely distributed stations (blue triangles). The number
of stations in sight of a potential GPS satellite position (Depth of Cov-
erage) is presented as a colored bin (2◦ × 2◦ resolution, 20,200km
altitude)

2.3 Ground networks selection

There are 319 IGS stations available during the selected 112
processing days. The distribution of the 319 stations is pre-
sented in Fig. 4. The operation of allGNSS ismainly based on
their own ground segments and tracking stations. For exam-
ple, as mentioned in Sect. 1, there are only 16 sites with
GSS operating for Galileo. Considering this situation, we
selected a sparse and homogeneously distributed subset from
the 319 available IGS stations to study the sparse-network-
based POD. This network contains 33 stations which are
plotted as blue triangles in Fig. 5. The color of the bins in
Figs. 5 and 6 presents the number of stations in sight of a
potentialGPS satellite positionwith an altitude of 20, 200km
and an inclination of 57◦ (i.e., Depth of Coverage, DoC). In
general, more than five stations are visible, and this is also
what we expected based on the selection criteria.

Despite the large and dense IGS tracking network in
certain circumstances, depending on constellations and fre-
quencies, onemight be confrontedwith large regionswithout
tracking stations, especially over the oceans andAfrica. Seen
from Fig. 4, although 319 stations are globally available,
there are regions with only a few tracking stations. More-
over, IGS stations could be unavailable for various reasons,
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Fig. 6 A subset of the available IGS stations including 26 non-
homogeneously and sparsely distributed stations (blue triangles). The
red triangles are the seven excluded stations. The number of stations
in sight of a potential GPS satellite position (Depth of Coverage) is
presented as a colored bin (2◦ × 2◦ resolution, 20,200km altitude)

and it might happen to Galileo Sensor Stations as well, for
instance, caused by the withdrawal of the United Kingdom
from the European Union (Gutierrez 2018). To investigate
how the LEOs could contribute to the GPS POD, we selected
a sparser station network (see Fig. 6) by excluding seven (red
triangles) of the 33 stations mentioned above. Consequently,
gaps in some regions of the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean,
and Africa are visible. There are large areas where a fictitious
GPS satellite could be tracked by only two to four (yellow
bins) stations. Although two simultaneous observations can
support the estimation of satellite clock corrections and orbit
parameters in a dynamic solution, the fewer observations still
lead to a reduced contribution.

The GPS satellite orbits derived from the two sparse net-
works mentioned above are our benchmark which will be
compared with different integrated solutions. All selected
stations are used to define the datum. Since we applied a
Helmert transformation when comparing our orbits with the
IGS final products, there will be little systematic effect when
we analyze the RMS of the orbit differences compared to
these two benchmark results.

To investigate the performance of the integrated PODwith
regional networks, another network including stationsmainly
located in China will be introduced in Sect. 3.4.

2.4 Processing and analysis strategy

We use the software PANDA (Liu and Ge 2003) to do
all the processing. PANDA is capable of GNSS satellite
and LEO orbit modeling. Separated and integrated POD of
GNSS satellites and LEOs can be performed. For this study,
the implementation of OSTM/Jason-2, Jason-3, and Swarm-
A/B/C data formats (observation, attitude, and precise orbit)
was necessary. Table 3 shows the dynamic models used for
the orbit integration of GPS satellites and LEOs. Table 4
introduces the processing configuration and the estimated
parameters.

To investigate the impact of the number of integrated
LEOs and their orbital planes on the determinedGPS satellite
orbits,we applied a total of 26 different scenarios for the POD
processing. All the scenarios are summarized in Table 5. The
first two are the GPS-only POD by applying the two sparse
station networks which are described in Sect. 2.3. The other
24 scenarios are the integrated POD of GPS satellites and
LEOs, and all of them supplement the sparser network with
26 stations by including different subsets of the seven LEOs.
We compared the estimated GPS satellite orbits of all scenar-
ios to the IGS final products to show the orbit quality and the
differences between the scenarios. Due to the large number
of satellites and scenarios, we computed statistical measures
of the orbit comparisons to quantify the result of each sce-
nario. The statistical computation is shown in Fig. 7. For each
daily orbit comparison, we computed the RMS of orbit dif-
ferences in three orbital directions (along-track, cross-track,
and radial) and the 1D-mean RMS. The RMS in three orbital
directions is computed over epochs and satellites. The 1D-
mean RMS is computed over epochs, satellites, and the three
orbital directions. Based on the 112-day solutions, we com-
puted the mean and the empirical standard deviation of the
time series of the above-mentioned RMS values. The statis-
tical measures mentioned above are highlighted in green in
Fig. 7, and the analysis in Sect. 3.1 is mainly based on these
measures.

Besides the external orbit comparison, internal compar-
isons are performed in two different ways. The first one is

Table 3 Dynamic orbit models of GPS satellites and LEOs

Dynamic Models GPS LEOs

Atmosphere drag Not applied DTM94 (Berger et al. 1998)

Earth gravity field EIGEN-GRACE02S (12 × 12, Reigber et al. 2005) EIGEN-GRACE02S (120 × 120)

Earth radiation pressure Box-wing (Marshall et al. 1992) Not applied

N-body perturbation JPL DE405 (Standish 1998) JPL DE405

Relativity IERS 2010 (Petit and Luzum 2010) IERS 2010

Solid Earth, ocean, pole tide IERS 2010 IERS 2010

Solar radiation pressure reduced ECOM (Springer et al. 1999) Box-wing
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Table 4 Processing configurations and estimated parameters

Arc length 24 hours (expanding 3 hours to the previous and the next day for overlapping comparison)

Cut-off elevation 7◦

GPS Antenna PCO/PCV IGS08.atx (Schmid et al. 2016)

LEOs Antenna PCO/PCV PCO values are offered by mission operators, and PCV is not applied

LEOs attitude Quaternion data provided by mission operators

Observation type Undifferenced ionosphere-free phase and code measurements

Weighting Ground and space-based observations are equally weighted

Sampling rate Five minutes for both ground and onboard observations

Datum definition IGS weekly solution of station coordinates aligned to ITRF2008 (Rebischung et al. 2012)

Ambiguity fixing Only within ground stations

Parameters

Station coordinate Highly constrained

GPS satellite orbit Six orbital elements and five solar radiation pressure parameters

LEOs orbit Six orbital elements; piece-wise empirical and atmosphere drag parameters

Earth rotation Rotation pole coordinates and UT1 for 24h intervals; piece-wise linear modeling

Tropospheric delay For each ground station; piece-wise constant zenith delays for 1h intervals; piece-wise constant horizontal
gradients for 4h intervals

Phase ambiguities Fixed for ground observations; float for space-based observations

Clock offsets Satellites and receivers; epoch-wise; pre-eliminated

IGS final
orbit products

GPS satellite orbit
daily solutions

Orbit comparison

Epochwise orbit differences in
three directions of each satellite

Root mean square
over epochs

Root mean square
over epochs, direc-
tions and satellites

1D-RMS of
each satellite in
three directions

1D-mean RMS

Root mean square
over satellites

Times series
(mean and stan-
dard deviation)

Along
RMS

Cross
RMS

Radial
RMS

epoch-wise orbit differ-
ences of each satellite

Fig. 7 Flowchart of the statistical computation. The green and yellow
outputs are the values used in the analysis of this study

the comparison of the orbit overlaps.We expand the POD arc
length of scenarios 1, 2, and 26 from 24 hours to 30 hours
(three hours to both the previous and the next day). Conse-
quently, a pair of 6-hour overlapping orbit arcs derived by real
data processing is generated between two adjacent days. The
1D-mean RMS of the orbit differences of the 6-hour overlap
is computed. Another comparison is about the satellite posi-
tion differences at the day-boundary epoch of two adjacent
24-hour orbits at midnight. We extrapolate one more epoch
from a 24-hour orbit by orbit integration, then the GPS satel-
lite positions at the extrapolated epoch are compared with
the estimated satellite positions in the first epoch of the next
24-hour orbit. The RMS of the satellite position differences
is computed over the satellites and the three orbital directions
at the day-boundary epochs. The detailed discussion will be
given in Sect. 3.2.

Based on a geolocated comparison of epoch-wise satellite
orbit differences (yellow box in Fig. 7) between scenarios
1, 2, and 19, we will discuss the different effects of sup-
plementing a sparse station network with additional stations
and LEOs in Sect. 3.3. An additional experiment is designed
to show the GPS satellite orbit improvement by adding the
seven LEOs to a small and mainly regionally distributed sta-
tion network. The 1D-mean RMS of the GPS satellite orbit
differences compared to IGS final products will be used for
the analysis in Sect. 3.4.
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Table 5 Statistical results of the GPS satellite orbit differences w.r.t. the IGS final products from 26 scenarios

Scenario Stations G-A G-B J-2 J-3 S-A S-C S-B LEOs Orbital Mean/STD of orbit RMS [mm] Improve-
planes Along Cross Radial 1D-mean ment [%]

1 26 0 0 50.9/22 31.6/5 22.0/3 37.5/13 -

2 33 0 0 34.5/6 24.2/3 16.5/2 26.7/4 27

3 26 1 1 41.3/14 27.0/3 19.4/3 31.2/8 16

4 26 1 1 42.7/15 27.7/4 19.7/3 31.7/9 15

5 26 1 1 41.9/13 27.9/3 19.9/2 31.7/8 14

6 26 1 1 39.7/14 27.4/3 19.5/2 30.6/8 17

7 26 1 1 41.0/10 27.8/4 19.6/2 31.3/6 14

8 26 1 1 40.9/8 27.7/3 19.6/2 31.4/4 14

9 26 1 1 40.8/8 28.4/3 19.5/2 31.2/5 14

10 26 2 1 39.1/11 26.3/3 18.9/3 29.9/6 19

11 26 2 1 39.2/12 27.2/3 19.6/2 30.4/7 17

12 26 2 1 39.8/7 27.7/3 19.5/2 30.7/4 16

13 26 2 2 36.2/4 26.8/3 18.3/2 28.6/3 21

14 26 2 2 34.9/6 25.3/3 18.1/2 27.5/4 24

15 26 2 2 36.0/5 25.5/3 18.2/2 28.1/3 23

16 26 3 2 35.6/4 26.9/3 18.2/2 28.3/3 22

17 26 3 2 34.3/5 25.2/2 17.9/2 27.2/3 25

18 26 3 3 32.1/3 24.9/3 17.2/2 26.0/2 28

19 26 3 3 31.1/4 23.6/2 17.0/2 25.1/2 31

20 26 4 2 34.0/4 25.1/2 18.0/2 27.0/3 25

21 26 4 3 31.7/3 24.9/2 17.1/2 25.8/2 29

22 26 4 4 29.8/3 23.7/3 16.5/2 24.4/2 32

23 26 5 3 30.6/3 23.5/2 17.0/2 24.9/2 31

24 26 5 4 29.6/3 23.7/2 16.5/2 24.4/2 32

25 26 6 4 29.5/3 23.6/3 16.5/2 24.3/2 33

26 26 7 4 28.9/3 23.2/3 16.4/2 23.9/2 34

The first two scenarios are ground-based only solutions. In the other 24 scenarios, the 26-station network is supplemented by different subsets of
LEOs. The colored symbols present the different orbital planes. The mean values and the standard deviations of the orbit RMS (direct-specific and
1D-mean) time series are listed in four columns. The last column is the 1D-mean improvement w.r.t. scenario 1

Although the focus of this study is on improving the GPS
satellite orbits derived from limited ground networks, we
also presented the quality of the GPS satellite orbits derived
from a 62-station globally distributed network as a reference
for interested readers. The network distribution and the GPS
satellite orbit comparison with scenario 26 are given in the
Appendix.

3 Results and discussions

3.1 Orbit comparison with IGS final products

Based on the statistical results shown in Table 5, we will
discuss the impact of the number of integrated LEOs and
their orbital planes on the GPS satellite orbits. Except for

the first two ground-based only solutions, different subsets
of the seven LEOs are integrated with the 26-station net-
work. Besides the mean and the standard deviation values
of the orbit RMS time series listed in Table 5, the time
series of scenarios 1, 2, 7, 14, 19, and 26 are shown in
Fig. 8. Correspondingly, the time series of the 1D-mean orbit
improvements of scenarios 2, 7, 14, 19, and 26 compared to
scenario 1 is shown in Fig. 9.

Generally, we observe improved GPS satellite orbits and
reduced variations of the time series when increasing the
number of ground stations or the integrated LEOs. The
GPS satellite orbit accuracy improves most when all the
seven LEOs are integrated into the POD. In all scenar-
ios, the orbit accuracy of the three directions is ranked as
along-track<cross-track< radial, while the orbit improve-
ments in the three directions are ranked in the reverse order
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Fig. 8 Statistical results of the GPS satellite orbit differences compared
to the IGS final products of scenarios 1, 2, 7, 14, 19, and 26. The RMS
of orbit differences in the along-track, the cross-track, and the radial
directions are computed over epochs and satellites in each day. The 1D-
mean RMS is computed over epochs, satellites, and the three orbital
directions

Fig. 9 Improvements of the GPS satellite orbits derived by scenarios 2,
7, 14, 19, and 26 compared to scenario 1. The improvements are derived
from 1D-mean RMS. Vertical lines indicate the averaged values

(along-track>cross-track> radial). With only three LEOs
integrated, the determined GPS satellite orbits of scenario 19
(28% improvement) are slightly better than those of scenario
2 (27% improvement) which includes seven well-selected
additional ground stations, with a stronger improvement
mainly in the along-track direction. There are two peaks in

Fig. 10 Statistical results of the GPS satellite orbit differences com-
pared to the IGS final products of the one-LEO scenarios in time series.
The RMS of orbit difference is computed over epochs, satellites, and
three orbital directions (along-track, cross-track, and radial)

all the plots. One is on DOY 196, and the other one is on
DOY 209 and 210. These three days are presented as orange
dots in Fig. 3. After checking the residuals, we realized that
the large RMS is caused by large errors in code measure-
ments of a ground station (GODN). Since our data editing
strategy is based on the residuals of the phase measurements,
the station GODN with large residuals in its code measure-
ments was not excluded. The GPS orbit improvements for
these three days are more significant (about 50% to 82% in
different scenarios) than for the other days (about 10% to
35%), and with only one LEO included, the improvement is
close to the scenario including seven additional stations.

With only one LEO integrated (scenarios 3 to 9), the solu-
tions are similar, for example, the 1D-mean RMS values vary
slightly from 30.6mm to 31.7mm. Thus, compared to the
26-station only solution, the orbit improvements vary from
14% to 17%. However, the standard deviations of the RMS
of these one-LEO scenarios have larger differences (up to
4mm in 1D-mean). Seen from Fig. 10, there is no systematic
difference between these one-LEO scenarios. The impact of
different LEOs on the derived GPS satellite orbits is not vis-
ible.

Comparing the values given in Table 5 by considering the
different LEO subsets, we find some phenomenons. In sce-
narios 10 to 15, two LEOs are included in the estimation. If
the additional LEO is in the same orbital plane as the first one,
the GPS orbit accuracy improves only by about 1mm com-
pared to the one-LEO scenarios (see scenarios 3 and 4 versus
10; 5 and 6 versus 11; 7 and 8 versus 12). Thus, the GPS
orbit improvements compared to scenario 1 remain below
20% (16% to 19%). However, if the LEOs are flying in two
different orbital planes, the orbit improvements compared to
scenario 1 increase up to 24%, and the 1D-mean RMS values
of the GPS orbits decrease to around 28mm. By increasing
the number of the integrated LEOs, the impact of the space-
based observations and the LEO orbital planes on the derived
GPS satellite orbits is getting more obvious. Figure 11 shows
the orbit improvements sorted with respect to the numbers
of LEOs (upper) and the numbers of orbital planes (lower).
The number of integrated LEOs is marked with yellow dots,
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Fig. 11 GPS satellite orbit improvements compared to scenario 1. The
improvements are sorted with respect to the number of integrated LEOs
(upper) and the number of LEO orbital planes (lower)

and the number of different orbital planes is represented by
colored bars. Seen from the upper plot, GPS satellite orbits
improve generally by integrating more LEOs. However, the
improvement does not correspond strictly to the increasing
number of LEOs. For example, scenario 20 (with four LEOs
in two orbital planes) includes one more LEO than scenario
19 (with three LEOs in three orbital planes), but the GPS
orbit improvement of it is smaller (25% against 31%). This
phenomenon happens also to the comparison between sce-
nario 22 (with four LEOs in four orbital planes) and scenario
23 (with four LEOs in three orbital planes). When we sort
the results by the number of LEO orbital planes, a clear trend
is visible. One can see the increasing GPS orbit improve-
ment related to the increasing number of LEO orbital planes
from the lower plot of Fig. 11. In summary, the LEO orbital
geometry is more critical for the improvement of the GPS
satellite orbits than the number of space-based observa-
tions.

The positive effect of different LEOorbit geometries to the
geocenter estimation is also given by some other studies, for
example, the simulation study of the LEOs+GPS combined
processing for geocenter estimation by Kuang et al. (2015)
and the real data study on the geocenter variations derived
from combined processing of the ground- and space-based
GPS observations by Männel and Rothacher (2017).

Fig. 12 RMS of the differences between the 6-hour overlapping GPS
satellite orbits computed over satellites and three orbital directions. The
horizontal lines are the mean values of the time series.

Fig. 13 RMS of the GPS satellite position differences computed over
satellites and three orbital directions at the day-boundary epoch between
two 24-h arcs. The horizontal lines are themean values of the time series

3.2 Internal comparison of the orbits

In this section, we will discuss the overlaps and the day-
boundary epochs of the GPS satellite orbits derived from
scenarios 1, 2, and 26. Due to the excluded days described
in Sect. 2.1 and the overlapping processing strategy intro-
duced in Sect. 2.4, only 65 pairs of overlapping orbits with
a 6-hour arc length are available for the comparison. Fig-
ure 12 shows the 1D-mean RMS of the differences between
the overlapping orbits. Seen from the time series of the
three scenarios, the differences of the overlapping orbits are
ranked as scenarios 1 > 2 > 26, and the mean values
and the standard deviations of the overlapping orbit differ-
ences computed over 65 days are 57/27mm, 44/19mm and
38/10mm.

There are 92 day-boundary epochs between the processed
112 days. TheGPS satellite position differences in these day-
boundary epochs are plotted in Fig. 13. The mean values and
the standard deviations of the results computed over the 92
epochs are 76/25mm, 55/12mm, and 50/8mm in scenarios 1,
2, and 26, respectively. This plot agrees with the comparison
of the overlapping orbits in Fig. 12 and the external orbit
comparison in Fig. 8. The outliers in Figs. 12 and 13 are
caused by the observation errors of station GODN which
have been mentioned in the last section.
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Fig. 14 GPS satellite orbit improvements of scenarios 2 w.r.t. scenario
1. IGS final products are reference. The color of each bin presents the
average value of the epoch-wise solutions located in the bin. The unit
of the color bar is [mm]

Fig. 15 GPS satellite orbit improvements of scenarios 19w.r.t. scenario
1. IGS final products are reference. The color of each bin presents the
average value of the epoch-wise solutions located in the bin. The unit
of the color bar is [mm]

3.3 Geolocated visualization of orbit comparison

In Sect. 2.3, we explained that the seven additional stations
in scenario 2 were selected in the regions with few stations
in scenario 1. For the analysis regarding station distributions,
the GPS satellite orbit improvements of scenarios 2 and 19
compared to scenario 1 are projected to the surface of the
Earth. Based on the epoch-wise orbit difference of each GPS
satellite compared to the IGSfinal products, we computed the
improvements of theGPSsatellite orbits of scenarios 2 and19
compared to scenario 1 with a 900-second sampling rate for
all GPS satellites in 112 days (approximate 344,064 epoch-
wise solutions). The results are presented in Figs. 14 and 15.
In these two figures, the potential GPS satellite position area
is divided into geographical 2◦ × 2◦ bins (10,260 in total).
We computed the average of all the epoch-wise solutions
located in the same bin. These geolocated statistical results
are presented as the color of the corresponding bins. Green
means the satellite orbits are closer to the IGS final products
(improvement), and red means getting further (degradation).
Additionally, the ground tracks of GPS satellites are also
visible in the plots.

In general, with seven well-selected additional stations
(scenario 2) or three LEOs (scenario 19), the GPS satellite
orbits improve globally (as indicated by the green bins). The

Fig. 16 Density distributions of all the epoch-wise solutions of satellite
orbit improvements from scenario 1 to scenario 2 (red) and 19 (green).
Positive means getting closer to the IGS final products

improvements are more clearly presented in Fig. 16. The
density distributions of all the epoch-wise solutions from
both comparisons are mainly positive. However, there are
still regions without significant improvement (as indicated
by the yellow bins), and there are only a few bins in red with
degradation caused by the additional observations. Compar-
ing Figs. 14 and 15, there are more dark-green bins and fewer
red bins in the plot of scenario 19. Correspondingly, the den-
sity distribution of the epoch-wise solutions of scenario 19 is
located on the right of that of scenario 2 in Fig. 16. Therefore,
compared to scenario 1, the GPS satellite orbits derived in
scenario 19 improve more than those of scenario 2. Particu-
larly in some regions of the Pacific Ocean, the Indian Ocean,
and Africa, seen from the color of the bins, the improvement
of scenario 19 is more significant than that of scenario 2. In
summary, to a sparsely and non-homogeneously distributed
network of ground stations, the derived GPS satellite orbits
are improved more by supplementing the network with three
LEOs in different orbital planes than with seven well located
additional stations, especially for the orbit arcs above the
regions lacking stations.

3.4 Results about regional station network

To show the potential benefits of supplementing a region-
ally distributed ground network by integrating LEOs, we
selected an additional subset of the available IGS stations.
Figure 17 represents the network with five stations in China
and another five stations in other regions. The figure shows
that about two-thirds of potential GPS satellite positions
(2◦ × 2◦ resolution, 20,200km altitude) can be observed by
only two or even fewer stations. The GPS-only and seven-
LEO-integrated PODwere performedwith this network. The
1D-mean RMS of the GPS satellite orbit differences com-
pared to the IGS final products are presented in Fig. 18.
Enhanced by seven LEOs, the 1D-mean RMS decreases sig-
nificantly from about 25cm to 4cm. Also, the variations of
the time series are reduced significantly from about 4.3cm to
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Fig. 17 A subset of the available IGS stations including five stations
in China and five stations in other regions. The station visibility from a
potential GPS satellite position (Depth of Coverage) is presented as a
colored bin (2◦ × 2◦ resolution, 20,200km altitude)

Fig. 18 GPS satellite orbit RMS from POD with and without LEOs
(comparison against IGS final products)

0.7 cm. The GPS orbit improvement by integrating LEOs to
a regional ground network was also demonstrated by Wang
et al. (2016) with seven stations within China and three LEOs
(GRACE-A/B and FengYun-3C).We also performed a test of
just using five stations in China. To get an acceptable result,
the number of observations should be increased by expending
the arc length to three days and increasing the sampling rate
to 30 seconds. The derived GPS satellite orbits differ from
the IGS final products by about 20cm in 1D-mean RMS, but
the LEO orbits degrade significantly. Further studies should
be done to improve the solution in this situation.

4 Conclusions

It is a potential way to improve the GPS satellite orbits by
including LEOs in the POD processing due to the additional
observations and geometries offered by the LEOs, especially
when there is no additional station available. The benefit of
integrating LEOs into the POD is convincing for a sparse or
regional network. TheGPS satellite orbits are improvedmore
by supplementing a sparse ground network with LEOs than
with comparable numbers of additional stations. By integrat-
ing three LEOs in three different orbital planes into the POD,
the determined GPS satellite orbits (25.1mm 1D-mean RMS
compared to the IGS final products) are more accurate than
those of the scenario with seven carefully selected additional

ground stations (26.7mm 1D-mean RMS). The benefits of
adding LEOs do not correspond strictly to the number of
the integrated LEOs but the diversity of their orbit planes.
With the LEOs in different orbital planes, the GPS satel-
lite orbits are improved. Ground stations might bring some
undetectable outliers in the observations, especially in sparse
networks with less redundancy. In general, the effect of these
bad observations can be reduced with more ground stations
or LEOs. The mitigation with LEOs introduced is more sig-
nificant thanwithmore ground stations added. By integrating
sevenLEOs, theGPSsatellite orbits derived froma10-station
and regional ground network are improved impressively with
decreased 1D-mean RMS compared to IGS final products
from about 25cm to 4cm. The impact of LEO orbit model-
ing quality on derived GPS satellite orbits is not discussed in
this study. The impact of different characteristics of the LEO
orbits on the integrated POD is a topic for further studies.
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See Figs. 19 and 20.
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Fig. 19 A dense subset of the IGS ground stations with 62 globally
distributed stations

Fig. 20 Statistical results of the GPS satellite orbit differences w.r.t.
the IGS final products of 62-station scenario and 26-station+7-LEO
scenario. The RMS of orbit differences in the along-track, the cross-
track, and the radial directions are computed over epochs and satellites
in each day. The 1D-mean RMS is computed over epochs, satellites,
and the three orbital directions
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